1) Welcome and Introductions

2) Future meeting schedule

3) Share current efforts to meet the following needs:
   - food insecurity – Carol Update re: fresh produce
   - housing/sheltering
   - behavioral health needs
   - financial needs
   - spiritual needs – Carol Update
   - educational needs
   - connectivity for seniors
   - Identified April 28 Meeting
     - Concern about feeding once schools are done in May
       - Health now CO
     - Zoom support process groups for shared experience
       - People feeling disconnected
       - CMH willing to look into creating groups
     - Supporting Spanish speaking communities
       - Need to do a better job with that
     - Needs for formal child care
       - Reopen by June 1 but a lot or protocol to be met
       - Need cloth masks, additional cleaning supplies, thermometers
       - Already operating on tight margins so will need additional financial support
       - Is the TD preschool reopening? Need to find placement for those kids as well

4) Identify unmet needs in above areas or other areas

5) Discussion of aligning community outreach efforts, i.e., websites, resource guides, social media, etc.